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PART_ A

: Choose the correct answer.

l. 1) A matrix obtained from any given matrix A by interchanging its rows and
columns are called
a) Symmetric
c) Transpose

2) A square matrix in which allthe elements except those in leading diagonal are
zero is called
a) Diagonal matrix bl Zero matrix

c) Unit matrix

3) When TR = 100x - x2, the MR is

d) Triangular matrix

a) 100 b) -2x c) 100-2x Q -xz
4) Mathematical measure of the average relationship between two or more

variables in terms of original units of data is called

a) Regression

c) Prediction

b) Skew symmetric
d) Inverse

b) Correlation

d) None of these

ll. 5) lf MR is 7 and the elasticity of demand is 2, then AR is

a)7 b) 14 .) l+ d) t
6) Profit is maximum when

"r ll=o
c) Both

d2ob) .2 isnegative
ox-

d) Anyone

(Weightage 1)
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7) when data are arranged in chronofogicaf order it is caffeda) Cross section b) pooled 
c) rime series d) panef

r{
al *(" rosx) is
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a; logx
a b) a x Z!og.x1z

t) :+logx d)
(Weightage 1)

PART- B
short answer questions. Answerany 10 each question carries 1 weightage.9. Define skew symmetric matrix.

10' Distinguish between idempotent and nirpotent matrix.
1 1. When two matrices wifl be equaf ?
12' Define the cdndition for maximum of a function.
13. Define the term fimit of a function.

14' whatdoes coefficient of determination indicate ?
15. Find the regression coefficient of y on x if 2x + 4y :S = 0 is the equation of y on x.16. Examine wheth€r u = 3x2 + 2xy +y2 satisfies Euler,s theorem.tt 

5rTJAil,;:::'"n 
runction lovz -v + 2(k- 4)2 * 4(L-s)2- 80 = e, rind marsinar

18. fndexnumbers.

19' rn a perfect competition, the demand curve of a commodity.D = 19 - 5p and supply curve is S = 5p _ t. Find equitibrium price.
Ir 5 2l

20. Find the vatue or 
f 
s 1 2l

/o 2 5/ (weightaseloxl-to)
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(Weightage 5x2=l Q)

PART-C 
.

Short Essay. Answer any 5 questions:

21. Examine whether matrix multiplication is commutative or not.

("3 - zz)22. Evaluate Lt I " . -' l.
x_+3[ x. _9 )

23. What is the use of differentiation in economics ?

24.

25.

26.

27.

Find the derivative of y - ./S*2 +4x + 5 .

What are the properties of determinants ?

What are the uses of consume price index ?

Distinguish between correlation and regression.

PART_ D

Long Essay. Ahswer any 2 questions.

28. Using 2008 as the origin obtain a straight line trend equation bythe method
of least squares :

Year : 2005 2006 2W7 2008 2009 2Arc 2}fi
Vafues : MA 14 160 152 168 176 180

29. Solve the following equations using Crammer's rule.

3x + y + z=8, x + y + z= 6, 2x+ y- z= 1

30. Find the point where the utility function u = 48 - (x - 5)2 - g(y - 4)2 will have
maximum or minimum value subject to the condition x + 3y - g = 0.

31. Explain about the problems in the construction of index numbers and its uses.
(Weightage 2x4=8)


